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ABOUT US

BAHRAIN

NNTC is a UAE-based IT 

consultancy, software 

development, and training 

company. We focus on 

innovations and digital 

transformation projects.

NNTC’s strategic alliances

with the two international 

systems integrators – NGN

and CROC – are aimed

at competence exchange, IT 

solution portfolio expansion, 

and implementation of joint 

projects to reduce costs

of customers operating across 

different regions of the Middle 

East.

RUSSIA
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INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION

SOLUTIONS

FACE 

RECOGNITION

TECHNOLOGY AREAS

INDUSTRIAL DRONES

SOLUTIONS
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FOCUS SECTORS

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICSRETAIL

CONSTRUCTION

TELECOM
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ENERGY GOVERNMENT FINANCE



LEADERSHIP TEAM

General Manager Deputy General Manager

Dmitry Doshchaniy Georgy Ovanesyan Alexander Belyaev

Technical Director

Pavel Tatarintsev

R&D Head
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/doshaniy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/georgeovanesyan/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexbel12/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pavel-tatarintsev-6b89a3/
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OUR REFERENCES IN THE REGION
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REDUCES THE RISK OF FINANCIAL LOSS

Berth, equipment and machinery damage

Loss of cargo

Environmental incident

Human sacrifice

Reputation loss

Judicial proceedings

EVEN SMALL BERTH IMPACT CAN CAUSE:

* Harbour Master - annual marine safety report 2017 // marine accident investigation branch 2018

According to analytical data*, incidents caused by berth 

impact are the most frequent and chargeable ones in all 

ports around the world.
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WHY SAFE MOORING PROCESS IS SO IMPORTANT

Tanker Broke Lose and Destroyed Pier

On July 2 2018, a tanker broke away from its moorings and collide with a pier in the 

municipality of Salina Cruz.

What happened?

The tanker ‘Fedor’ allided with the pier 9 of the Operations and Maritime Terminal of 

Pemex in Oaxaca in the municipality of Salina Cruz. The tanker was involved in 

hydrocarbon loading operation when it suffered a crack in the vessel which caused 

the spillage of fuel. The ship was dented and its starboard side was breached.

Breaks away

The tanker was moored at the dock while loading fuel when a sudden change in wind 

speed caused the ropes to break and the ship broke loose. The impact caused 

damages to the pier 9 with hoses, as well as fuel supply pipes being destroyed.

Measures to contain oil spill

The Pemex personnel hatched an emergency plan and laid out absorbent materials 

in the area to prevent the spreading of fuel outside the cargo area of the dock.

Fortunately, no one were injured during the allision incident and an investigation has 

been launched to assess the damage sustained by the pier.

https://www.seanews.com.tr/tanker-broke-lose-and-destroyed-pier/177213/

https://www.seanews.com.tr/tanker-broke-lose-and-destroyed-pier/177213/
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MOORINET

Vessel Mooring and berth monitoring system 

MOORiNET significantly improves the safety of 

mooring operations for any size of the ship, using 

the latest AI and machine learning algorithms for 

predicting velocity and position for always moving 

vessel. 

The technology dramatically improves 

safety and operational efficiency 

Berth plan optimization

Remotely controlled mooring

Reducing human error

Reducing influence of metocean conditions, 

increasing  window of operation at the berth

Minimize the need for berth infrastructure upgrades

Control the process, make it safer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8R58dnV4JPM&t
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MOORiNET SYSTEM

We believe mooring process could be easy and safe for any size of ships in any weather

conditions in any sea. Leading solution for monitoring and collecting data from different sources

during berthing process, cargo operations with precision vessel speed control and vessel

positioning against berth. Management system provides timely guidance to captains, pilots and

dispatchers to secure vessel properly on the berth.
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MOORiNET ELEMENTS

Large outdoor screen displays information with most important

details to support captain and pilot during berthing process,

provides real time data and guidance for safe mooring.

REAL-TIME DATA ON THE OUTDOOR SCREEN

Distance between ship and berth

Vessel speed

Emergency lights indication

Angle of the vessel to a berth

Wind speed and direction
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MOORiNET ELEMENTS

Digital board information synced on pilot`s 

and skipper`s portable mobile devices

PORTABLE MOBILE DEVICES:

Additional source of information

Display vessel position

Provide additional information which is not 

shown on the digital board

Can be used as additional mobile tool for 

recording current situation

Application versions for different mobile OS
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MOORiNET ELEMENTS

All information about a vessel approaching to port berthing facilities is uploading 

from subsystem with a few measurement tools. That helps to take independent 

distance measurements of bow and stern of vessel, approach speed rate and 

vessel position in front of berth.
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MOORiNET ELEMENTS

Information about longitudinal 

displacement of vessel comes from a 

system of vessel longitudinal 

displacement analysis, equipped by 

high-speed lazer scanner which 

allows to prevent unplanned vessel 

drift along berthing edge.
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MOORiNET ELEMENTS

Machine vision helps to improve 

effectiveness of CCTV system by adding 

algorithms to enable caring out:

Video surveillance of control areas

Detection of stranger objects

Duplication of subsystem for checking 

longitudinal movements of a vessel
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MOORiNET ELEMENTS
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MOORiNET ELEMENTS

Selfsuffient meteorological system 

(meteostation)

Speed and direction of the wind

Wave height

Atmospheric pressure

Air temperature

Relative air humidity

Rainfall amount and rate

METEOSTATION DETECTS:
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MOORiNET ELEMENTS

Augmented reality system provides 

additional source of data projecting all 

necessary information from MOORiNET

system right in front of operator eyes 

combining real view on vessel and berth 

and additional control details
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INTEGRATION WITH AIS

Integration with automatic 

identification system helps to obtain 

current spatial and speed parameters 

of the vessel before it appears in 

MOORiNET system range.
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MOORiNET ELEMENTS

Provides integration with other control 

systems in seaport, works as the 

element of situation centre and 

provides bi-directional data exchange.
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MOORiNET IMPLEMENTATION EXPERIENCE

Proved efficiency in Black and 

Baltic sea ports waters

Speed and direction of the wind

Wave height

Atmospheric pressure

Air temperature

Relative air humidity

Rainfall amount and rate

MOORiNET TODAY IS:
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MOORiNET MAJOR ADVANTAGES

High level of safety for any Mooring processes. 

Reducing risk of any uncontrolled ship moments, 

occasion of berth destroying or ship deformation

Data collection and analyzing of mooring 

process and loading\unloading cargo on the ship 

for further analysis of any accidents

Full monitoring solution from inside and 

outside of mooring vessel. Provides 360 degree 

surround view, ship and berth visualization, 

allows accurate ship berthing with broadcasting 

video to the pilot mobile device

Embedded surface scan technology allows to 

increase an accuracy of speed and angle 

calculations, control safety of vessel on the berth 

during stay or loading and unloading processes

Provides lowest TCO (Total cost of ownership) 

and highest safety in industry for vessel mooring 

and berth monitoring system

Thanks to modular approach, MOORiNET is 

very flexible and scalable solution that could be 

connected to almost any existing monitoring 

subsystems and allows customers to improve 

safety and speed of any works on the berth
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Knowledge Village, Building 13, Office G16 
Dubai, UAE PO BOX 503061 
T: +971 444 66043, info@nntc.digital | nntc.digital THANK YOU


